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On March 30th, 1867, Secretary of State William Seward and Russian 
foreign minister Eduoard de Stoeckl agreed to a treaty that ceded the 
Russian America territory to the US in exchange for $7.2 million. After 
months of bickering over the initial terms of the treaty in both the 
Senate and the House, Alaska, as it was called, was formally transferred 
to the United States in December of 1867. Russia had previously 
approached the United States about selling the territory in 1859, 
but the Civil War delayed the negotiations between the two nations. 
When the treaty was inked in March of 1867, very few members of the 
American public had any idea that the United States was attempting 
to acquire Alaska, which implies that very little factual information 
regarding the territory was available, especially to newspapers located 
on the East Coast. The acquisition of the largely unknown piece of land 
left the American public scrambling for facts and opinions because the 
purchase had come about so suddenly. The debating and bickering 
continued into the summer of 1868, when negations in the House of 
Representatives regarding the appropriation to Russia for Alaska were 
finished and the deal was finalized.
 
A change of this kind can often lead to backlash, whether or not the 
challengers of the new policy or program are in the majority. In the 
case of the Alaska purchase, the majority of American newspapers 
were in favor because of the assertions of its economic potential as, 
well as its strategic location for military operations and possible Pacific 
dominance. But epithets such as “Seward’s Icebox,” “Johnson’s Polar 
Bear Garden,” and “Walrussia” did not come from the purchase’s 
supporters. The critics, despite being a minority, were a very loud 
group, and they publicized their opposition to the concept of Alaska 
becoming a United States territory.
 



The criticism was loud, but why? What got some newspaper editors 
and congressmen so irritated about the Alaska purchase? Historian 
Thomas A. Bailey argues that the negative sentiment surrounding 
the Johnson administration led to the negative reviews of the treaty. 
The criticism was twofold: some were upset about Johnson and his 
Reconstruction policies, while others lamented Seward’s perceived 
upward management and his greed regarding territorial acquisitions. 

But that answer does not represent the majority of the critics. While 
many were seemingly discontent with the White House’s actions, 
there was something about Alaska that got the critics really upset. 
Alaska, in most critics’ minds, was just a bad business deal, both in 
the short and in the long term. Proximately, Alaska seemed to have 
very little value, and what value it did have would never be harvested 
because nobody would want to move there due to its notoriously bad 
weather. Ultimately, pragmatists pointed to the money it would take 
to defend a noncontiguous territory and maintain (as well as set up) a 
functioning government capable of keeping law and order and peace 
in the territory as the natives clashed with the US military in 1868 and 
1869. While Alaska now seems like the best business deal in American 
history, it was seen by many as a high risk, low reward purchase that 
was not worth it.

Dissent Directed at the Johnson Administration

The Johnson Administration had done itself no favors with much of 
the public—notably the Radical Republicans—when it tried to get the 
Alaska treaty purchase through Congress. Newspaper editors used the 
Alaska Purchase as a channel to criticize the current government, a 
critique that took on the President and his Secretary of State.

President Andrew Johnson’s policies towards Reconstruction and the 
new South were not well liked; he was impeached just a year after the 
Alaska Purchase treaty was proposed. However, at the time of the 
Alaska treaty, “the Reconstruction controversy…had just entered its 
most acute phase.”1 Johnson was starting to feel the heat from both the 
Radical Republicans, who wanted tighter, tougher restrictions on the 
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white South, and the white South, who wanted liberal laws towards the 
“new” Southern states. At a time when resentment was growing, Bailey 
argues that “the Alaska treaty was regarded as not only an annoying 
interruption but as an effort on the part of the harassed administration 
to cover its blunders at home with a spectacular triumph in the field 
of diplomacy.”2

Others looked through the same lens and saw Johnson purchasing 
Alaska as a cover up for the elections that were coming in 1868.3 At the 
time, nobody could have predicted that Johnson would be impeached, 
thus ending his chance at getting re-elected. But Frank Leslie, in his 
cartoon Preparing for the Heated Term (see Appendix D), believed that 
Johnson was using the purchase, which was actually quite popular, 
as a method to regain political legitimacy by passing a favorable bill.4  
Leslie was a staunch Radical Republican who attacked Johnson and 
Seward whenever he had the chance (see Appendix B). Bailey agrees, 
believing that many Radical Republicans did not want to see Seward 
and Johnson get credit for anything popular.5

 
Johnson’s Secretary of State, William Seward, was also under fire for 
the Alaska purchase. Many saw him as an upward manager who would 
do anything to get on Johnson’s good side (see Appendix A).6  Likewise, 
the Evening Telegraph from Philadelphia asserted that “[Seward] 
saw money in [the Alaska Purchase], not merely for the indefinite 
American citizen, but for William H. Seward in particular.”7 This 
critique, which came after Seward’s term as Secretary of State came 
to a close, suggests that Seward had private financial goals in mind 
when purchasing Alaska, further angering some Americans who were 
enraged that their tax money was going into the pockets of an already 
wealthy man. Seward was not only seen as greedy in wanting political 
and economic power, but also for acquiring territory. The Charleston 
Daily News believed that “territorial expansion [was] Mr. Seward’s 
hobby.”8 Staff writers of the paper also thought that Seward, despite 
it being his job description as Secretary of State to execute America’s 
goals abroad, was too aggressive in his “plots…to extend the American 
Union to the Arctic Sea.”9 Despite rampant Manifest Destiny, which 
had existed in America since colonists refused to accept British 
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demands that colonists stay east of the Appalachians, many Americans 
disapproved of Seward’s lust for territorial expansion. According to the 
Evening Star in Washington DC, Seward was seen to have purchased 
“icebergs, tornadoes, and earthquakes,” the same way the Louisiana 
Purchase was assailed in 1803.10 Some Americans were tired of trying 
to expand the country when there were serious problems at home that 
needed to be dealt with. Seward was the wrong man for the job during 
this time: as an idealist who wanted to create an American empire, 
he was labeled by pragmatists as someone who did not care about 
American affairs and just wanted to pursue his own interests, kissing 
up to Johnson along the way to get the funds necessary.
 
Anti-Johnson and anti-Expansionist movements, however, do not 
provide a satisfactory explanation for criticism. When it came time 
to vote on the appropriation bill in 1868 to pay for the purchase, 
some of Johnson’s staunchest opponents were willing to cross party 
lines and vote in favor of making an appropriation.11 Thaddeus 
Stevens, a staunch opponent of Johnson and an integral member of 
the impeachment movement, was supportive of the administration’s 
plan for paying for the bill.12 This pro-Alaska stance from a radical 
Republican who loathes Johnson and everything Johnson stood for 
could be attributed to the release of new information by July of 1868. 
Whereas the territory was largely unknown at the time of the purchase 
in March 1867, information flooded into the contiguous states in the 
months following, allowing more newspaper editors and politicians to 
make informed opinions.13 There was something about Alaska, at the 
time of purchase, which really ruffled the feathers at many newspapers.

Initial Concerns: The Barren Wasteland

Immediately after the purchase was made, uninformed newspapers 
criticized the initial $7.2 million sum that the United States had to pay 
to Russia for Alaska, believing that Alaska had very little economic 
value and that the minimal value it had would never come to fruition 
because no person in their right mind would move there. Many 
Americans believed that Alaska had no economic value because 
the Russians were so willing to sell the territory to the USA. At the 
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time, oil had not been discovered in the territory; the most valuable 
trade item was believed to be fur. As the New York World put it, “that 
[fur] trade has declined and nearly run out by the destruction of the 
animals.”14 Russia had sold the US a territory whose economic value 
had been squeezed out, from these critics’ point of view. In hindsight, 
this incongruity can be attributed to a lack of good information about 
the territory, as very few reporters were willing to go to Alaska to find 
out more. Most of the criticism came from East Coast newspapers that 
had no interest in learning more about the potential economic value 
of the Russian territory. Thus, it was accepted amongst the critics that 
“Russia [had] sold us a sucked orange.”15

The topography of Alaska was largely unknown to the newspaper 
editors throughout the country, making it easy for them to assume that 
Alaska was filled with “impassable deserts of snow… [and] inaccessible 
mountain ranges.”16As Missouri’s Holt County Sentinel assumed, all the 
US got by acquiring the territory, was the city of Sitka, the Prince of 
Wales Island, and “waste territory.”17 It was unacceptable to pay $7.2 
million, in their minds, for one city and one island that would not have 
any financial gain when that money could be spent more wisely in the 
domestic realm. The Daily Phoenix in South Carolina sarcastically 
claimed that “various nostrum vendors had used up all the rocks in 
this country,” which suggests that these South Carolinians believed 
that Alaska was all rock and ice and had nothing else.18 Newspapers, 
like the Holt County Sentinel and the Daily Phoenix, that were far away 
from Alaska tended to share these initial concerns about the geography 
of the territory, because it was believed that nothing economically 
beneficial could come out of a land that shared Alaska’s accepted 
topographical situation. Both of the articles were published in the two 
months following the purchase, suggesting that accurate information 
had yet to reach these far away areas.
 
These initial concerns also included doubts about the weather of the 
newly acquired territory and how that would affect any economic 
potential the territory had. Many had caught whiff of rumors about 
possible mining industries in the territory. However, as Horace 
Greeley’s New York Daily Tribune pointed out, “no energy of the 
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American people will be sufficient to make mining speculations…
profitable.”19 A good amount of newspapers and congressmen were 
willing to accept Alaska’s economical potential, with natural resources 
such as coal, fur, and fish. But what good was economic potential if 
it could not be turned into economic success? The weather, which 
was perceived to be subpar at best, was very bad. According to Frank 
Leslie, a vehement opponent of the Alaska Purchase from the get-go, 
“there were 107 fair days in the year, and 134 rainy days…. Snow fell on 
26 days.”20 The land was tundra, with deserts of snow and no sunshine 
to be found.21 Nobody, these critics assumed, would move to Alaska 
and help cultivate its resources, and thus it was concerning to many 
pragmatists who just wanted the United States to benefit from a good 
business deal.
 
The dominant attitude on the East Coast which asserted that nobody 
would move to Alaska was a strong force in politics at the time. Since 
so many East Coast newspapers described Alaska as tundra with no 
sunlight, uninformed citizens were not at all excited about the possibility 
of moving to the former Russian territory. These newspapers believed 
the purchase was unnecessary and that the $7.2 million could be spent 
more wisely; they feared that the government’s risky investment would 
turn into a large liability. 

Long-Term Critiques: Security and Setup

For many, however, the issue when it came to the acquisition of Russian 
America was not the upfront $7.2 million, but rather the long-term 
financial commitment to a noncontiguous territory. This group saw the 
Alaska Purchase as an acceptable deal upfront, but believed the deal 
provided little financial gain and created a hefty long term cost at a 
time that was by no means a good one for the US government’s balance 
sheet. As Massachusetts Congressman Benjamin Butler put it in his 
1868 speech, “[T]he great question of cost is…what we shall have to pay 
to take care of it.”22 Butler believed that while the initial cost was simply 
“a small sum,” the cost to defend the region would be high.23 There 
was some immediate truth to the concerns: the US had long been in 
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contention for areas of the Pacific Northwest with the United Kingdom, 
even with the Oregon Treaty having been signed twenty years prior. 
During the early 1860s, Irish Americans, a growing demographic in 
both numbers and influence in US politics, attempted to invade Canada, 
further aggravating US-UK relations. Another important consideration 
was the sheer fact that Alaska was a noncontiguous territory at a time 
in which the American Navy was not developed to the extent it is today, 
although it had made significant strides during the Civil War. The only 
way to get to Alaska by land, at the time, was through British Territory 
in Canada. That made Alaska vulnerable to an attack during a war 
with another country, such as with the UK or Russia.24 The amount of 
money needed to protect Alaska in the immediate being as well as the 
future made it a military liability, outweighing its potential as a military 
stronghold for the US in the Pacific.

Another fear of the long-term pragmatist was the cost, in both dollars 
and time, of setting up and maintaining a government. The cost of 
creating and operating a territorial government, a judicial system, and 
police forces was not negligible.25 American politicians themselves 
were experiencing the difficulty of creating governments when it came 
to the re-admittance and re-creation of Confederate states. Many critics 
also realized that there were natives living in Alaska, which creates the 
issue of tensions with the native Eskimos, as they were called. Butler 
even admitted that the few American settlers that would go to Alaska 
would likely “plunder [the natives].”26 Politicians had seen this movie 
before, with the US having to deal with Native American rights and 
properties constantly, with battles between the two sides ensuing for 
the previous fifty years. These problems created stagnation regarding 
Alaskan development into the 1870’s, leading to more cynicism. An 
editorial in Frank Leslie’s Weekly Newspaper, a newspaper that was still 
vehemently against the purchase two years later, criticized the ability 
of Congress to even begin the government building process, noting 
“the attempt to erect a territorial government… was squelched in 
the House.”27 Congress was so focused at the time on Reconstruction 
policies and impeaching President Johnson that the development of 
Alaska took a back seat, resulting in neglect. 
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While Alaska’s civilian government was being built, the US military 
remained in charge of the territory, leading to a “ruler-subject” 
relationship similar to the relationship the US had created with the 
Native Americans during the early 1800’s, leading to much conflict 
between the military and the “natives.” In the winter of 1869, US 
garrison buildings in Southeast Alaska were burned down, most likely 
by native Tlingits.28 Vincent Colyer, a United States special Indian 
commissioner, was sent to Alaska in 1869 to inspect the relationship 
between the Native Americans and the US troops. Colyer, in the 
annual report of the Indian affairs commission, tellingly said that the 
“[US troops’] presence tends to demoralize the Indians…. One or the 
other should be removed.”29 In the spring of 1870, three years after the 
purchase, Colyer sent a letter to President Grant describing the violence 
in Wrangell between US troops and Native Americans.30 The violence 
in Alaska that Colyer describes, which was extraordinarily savage on 
the part of the American troops, made the concerns about Natives and 
whites living together in Alaska more tangible to the public. The report 
of the Commission of Indian Affairs, after it surfaced and the public 
caught whiff of the violence in Alaska, led to more public groaning 
about the Alaska territory. More money would have to be spent to 
maintain law and order, because two years after the acquisition, the 
natives and the soldiers had proven to be incompatible. The prospect 
of government building in Alaska was a concern at the beginning, but 
became a big bone of contention as the territory struggled to develop 
and reports of violence started to leak out.

What’s Next?

Almost 150 years later, it is easy to criticize the critics. Mostly everyone 
agrees that the acquisition of Alaska for a mere $7.2 million was a 
superb deal for the United States, especially after oil was found in the 
territory. Alaska is now third in oil production in the US by states. 
Gold was found in 1896. The critics have been silenced. Even Seward 
himself, who had been telling people that generations beyond his 
would appreciate the purchase, would most likely be stunned at the 
economic productivity that Alaska has been churning out for decades. 
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I understand that the exploration of the criticism of the Alaska Purchase 
cannot prove anything about the nature of backlash in general. But it 
certainly can add a piece to the puzzle, and that piece is the importance 
of having accurate information. It is true that Alaska was no “terra 
incognita,” as historian Richard Welch put it.31 But it has been shown that 
the claims about Alaska being a barren wasteland with no inherent value 
were false. Newspapers did not know, nor did they care enough, about 
the Russian territory in the Pacific Northwest until taxpayer money was 
being spent on it. Had more newspapers known about the potential for an 
Alaskan purchase before March of 1867, we might not have ever chuckled 
over “Seward’s Ice Box” or “Johnson’s Polar Bear Garden.”

The hardest part about collecting sources for this paper was trying to 
keep a geographical balance for my newspaper articles. My argument 
would not be at all convincing if all my sources came from one area, 
because newspapers in the same area are trying to present facts and 
opinions to the same audience, often making their arguments very 
similar. That is why I was so excited to find the Holt County Sentinel, 
which is from a town in Missouri with a population of 857 as of 2010. I 
tried to incorporate opinions from places all over the United States, but 
it was not easy considering the criticism of Alaska was most prominent 
on the East Coast.

Zachary Jones, a Ph.D candidate at the University of Alaska Fairbanks, 
is currently studying the violence between Native Americans and the US 
Army that I described in the previous chapter. Jones’ work is focusing 
on the Battle of Wrangell in 1869, in which the origin of the fighting 
is unknown. It was difficult to find anything regarding the violence in 
Alaska between 1867-1870, so I am looking forward to reading Jones’ 
work as the study of early Alaskan-American history continues.
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Appendix A

Thomas Nast, “The Big Thing,” cartoon, Harpers Weekly (April 1867).



Appendix B1

 

“Our New Senators,” cartoon, Frank Leslie’s Weekly Newspaper (April 27, 1867).
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Appendix B2 

Unknown.
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Appendix B3

“William the Glutton,” cartoon, Frank Leslie’s Weekly Newspaper (December 1867). 
I am indebted to the Granger Collection (granger.com) for the information about the 
location of the source. 
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Appendix C

Source: The London Times, April 1867.
Our policy is clear. Since we have no right whatever to protest an act entirely within 
the discretion of the Russian and Untied States Governments, let us not place ourselves 
in a false position of vain remonstrance. It is said that British Columbia almost cut off 
from the Pacific by the occupation by what ought to be a portion of its seaboard. The 
sufficient answer is that it was effectually cut off before, for America has only bought 
what belonged to Russia, and no Englishman ever dreamt that Russia would part with 
it to us. We are materially no worse off than before, while our moral right to our own 
possessions remains absolutely untouched. 

Appendix D

“Preparing for the Heated Term,” cartoon, Frank Leslie’s Weekly Newspaper 
(April 20, 1867).
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